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SATELLITE POWER SYSTEM CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION PROGRAM
CRITICAL SUPPORTING INVESTIGATIONS
"SUMMARY"
J... Seyl I 82' 22725
NASA/Johnson Space Center - Houston, Texas -
The Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Aeronautics and Space
Adminlstratlon (NASA) are conducting a broad assessment of the Satellite
Power System (SPS) under the Concept Development and Evaluation Program
which started In 1977 and will be completed in 1980. This program Is Intended
to assess the SPS concept from a technlcaJ, environmental, social and economic
viewpoint, to compare It wlth other advanced energy possibilities, and to make
recommendations for future efforts. During this program, NASA has been
primarily Involved In the system definition area which is aimed at defining a
reference system for which the varlous assessments can be made. In addition,
NASA ls assessing the Impact of emerging technologies on the SPS concept and
conducting critical experimental and analytical supporting investigations when
required. The NASA has conducted parallel system studies with the Boeing
Aerospace Company and Rockwell International to define overall system concepts
and operational scenarioJs. In addition, several Independent contracts have
been awarded by NASA to Investigate specific critical technology areas in more
depth than can be accomplished In a system level contract. The majority of
these investigations have been accomplished through Individual government
sponsored contracts of less than $)OOK In magnitude. The nine (9) speclflc
tasks which fall Into this category are llsted below:
(1) Design and breadboard evaluatlon of the SPS reference phase control system
concept, Lockheed Englneerlng and Management Services Company, Inc., (LEMSCO);
(2) SPS fiber optics link assessment, Boeing Aerospace Company; (3) Eight
element S-band active retrod|rectlve array, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL);
(hi SPS antenna element evaluation, Boeing Aerospace Company; (5) SPS solid
state antenna power combiner, Boeing Aerospace Company; (6) SPS solld state
amplifier development program, Radio Corporation of America (RCA); (7) SPS
magnetron tube assessment, Raytheon Company; (8) Microwave Ionosphere
Interactlon experiment, Applied Research Laboratory, University of Texas at
Austin; and (9) Solid state sandwich concept design consideratlon and Issues,
Raytheon Company.
The major objectives established in each of the above tasks and their
present status and findings cannot be presented In this short paper. However,
two examples will be glven to Illustrate the type of Investigations which are
representative of these tasks,
The Boeing Aerospace Corporation was awarded a $30K contract by the
Johnson Space Center (JSC) to assess the potential application of fiber optic
transmission links for the phase reference signal.distribution across the SPS
one kilometer antenna. Initially, analytical evaluations of various types of
emitters and detectors and various fiber characteristics were made. Four
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fibers were selected for testing along with an Injection laser diode for the
emitter and an avalanche photodlode for the detector_ Figure 1.0 shows the
laser link configuration which was fabricated and tested prlor to delivery to
the JSC for future system testlng wlth the Master Slave Returnable Timing
System (MSRTS). The MSRTS provides electronic compensation for phase
variations In the reference slgnal that are Introduced by transmission path
length differences and/or variations.
A second example Is the $100K contract wlth the Radio Corporation of
America (RCA), awarded by the Marshall Spaceflight Center through Rocle_ell
International. This task effectively continued an earlier Investigation
which RCA had Initiated under contract to JSC for evaluation of potential
solid state amplifier deslgn requirements and characteristics. Several
commercially ava|Iable solid state devices were considered and some were
experimentally evaluated. The Gallium Arsenlde field effect translstors
appear to be the most promising at the present time to achieve the hlgh
efficiency, high power (5 watts) required for SPS appllcatlons_ The present
task involves further analytical and experimental evaluations of both the
solid state device and Its associated power ampllfler circuitry. Computer
modeling and simulation for synthesizing current and voltage waveforms under
large signal operating conditions have been developed. These analytical
techniques are used to define available tradeoffs for optimizing efficiency
and output power for the solid state ampllfler. Figure 2.0 shows some typical
experimental results uslng off-the-shelf commercially available FETS. In one
instance when optimized for maximum efflclency, a 71% poweroadded efflclency
was achieved. However, tests of similar devices from the same manufacturer
but rated for slightly less output power resulted In efflclencles of much less
(_60_). The Incongruency In these results are under tntenslve Investigation
in hopes to shed more light on the underlying causes of efficiency degradation.
These experiments along with updated analytical models and computer simulations
should provide the basis for devlce and circuit design parameter specifications
to achieve the high power, high efflclency operation necessary.
The other tasks noted previously each represent an advance In the
technology base of one form or another and as a whole have added slgnlflcantly
to understanding the future satellite power system technological advances
required.
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